SPRING HILL, TENNESSEE
by James Reston, Jr.
In the fall of 1984, the rumors began.
them from their contacts on the railroad.
something big, really big.

Officials in Tennessee heard

General Motors was planning

a whole new line of automobiles called

Saturn . . . and everything would be new about it, including labor
agreements, production techniques, supplier network, and location.
For twenty years officials from Tennessee had been making a milk run
to Detroit, trying to interest the executives to come South, but the pleas
had always been turned aside.
this time.

However, three things might be different

The automobile industry had finally acknowledged that America

was losing its competitive edge, particularly with the Japanese, and an
entirely novel way of operating might be the only means of saving its
smokestack factories.

Furthermore, population figures showed that the

American people had shifted to the sunbelt in the last twenty years, and
this made distribution from a Southern location more economical.

And

finally, after an exhaustive search of its own, Nissan had opened a major
plant for small pickup trucks and its Sentra compact car in Smyrna,
Tennessee.

If Detroit wanted to show it could compete with the Japanese on

an equal playing field, why not choose Tennessee?
By the beginning of 1985, the rumor became fact.

The golden ring was

there to grasp • • . the biggest one-time investment any American industry
had ever proposed for a plant, a facility that would cost over $3 billion
to construct and whose presence could change the economic fortune of any
state that won it.

For it was not only the investment of the plant itself

that mattered, or even the jobs it brought, or the tax revenue it induced,
[1]
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but a whole new network of plants would crop up around the bastion.

These

satellite plants would supply parts for the new cars, parts which were
expected to arrive "just in time" at the assembly line to go on a designated
car.

(This Japanese management technique eliminates the need for large

warehouses, and if the parts do not arrive at the assembly line "just in
time," then the assembly line shuts down.)
From February through May, General Motors conducted a circus maximus.
Governors and senators came calling.
the show.

Gov. Jim Thompson of Illinois opened

In return for locating Saturn in Illinois, the Governor publicly

offered Roger S~ith, the GM head, the pen with which he signed Illinois's
seat-belt law.
began:

Arnold Palmer did a radio spot pitching Pennsylvania which

"Are you listening, General Motors?"

Ray Mancini for a similar effort.

Ohio, in turn, recruited boxer

Chicago and Youngstown, Ohio, erected

promotional billboards in Detroit to catch the eye of GM executives.
Davenport, Iowa, offered free cable television to Saturn workers.

Five

governors, not including Tennessee's, appeared with the GM president on
the Phil Donahue show to compete before the king for the jewel of the realm.
Illinois eventually generated a Saturn comic book, and Akron, Ohio, staged
a downtown parade in Saturn's honor.
Tennessee stayed away from the circus.
big boys tried to buy the plant.

It offered nothing, while the

New York, for example, offered a mixed

package of concessions amounting to over $1 billion, principally cut-rate
power from the Niagara Power Commission, and hoped this would offset the
higher cost of labor in New York.

Minnesota topped that.

Betwe~n

tax abatements,

direct State expenditures, and donations from the private sector, Minnesota's
bid amounted to $1,268.9 billion over thirty years.; this is thought to be
the largest giveaway a state had ever offered to a private industry.
Meanwhile, far from the big top, GM pursued a clandestine search on the
back lot.

Using the latest computer projections on distribution- costs,
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factoring in tax rates and labor conditions, pondering the environment for its
work force and the educational standards, it considered 1,000 sites in 38
states.

Its first choice was the blue grass country outside Lexington,

Kentucky, but in quiet meetings with local officials, it was clear that the
site GM wanted would never be rezoned for commercial use.

So the search went on.

On July 29, 1985, the company announced that after its exhaustive search,
considering all the offers, acknowledging that there were many fine sites for
its plant in this great country, the best place in America to start a new line
Spring

of cars from scratch to compete effectively on the world market was •
Hill, Tennessee.

****************
One clear, brisk day this winter, I drove down to Spring Hill.

From

Nashville, the town is thirty miles south, past Brentwood, where the Music City
gentry have their homes; past Franklin, where Tom T. Hall, the country music
balladeer of "Harper Valley PI'A," nestles in his Fox Hollow,and into the fertile
rolling hills of walking-horse country.

To John Trotwood Moore, the nostalgic

man of letters from Middle Tennessee, this basin was the "dimple of the Universe,"
shaped like the "tapering turn of an eggshell cut lengthwise,1I deep enough to
break the force of the wind and still concentrate slanting sunbeams and shadows.
The landscape is far from Appalachia.
land undulates.

To be sure, the bluegrass pasture

You pass through limestone cuts and curve around low-scattered

hills, but the soil is rich and high in phosphorous content.

It was, after all,

the breadbasket for the Northern and Southern armies during the Civil War,
lying upon a constantly shifting line between the two forces, and b?th sides
importuned its once wealthy plantation owners.

Few areas of the South can

claim so many grandly preserved Greek revival homes.

To the casual observer,

it appears as if they all played some role in the dreadful Battle of Franklin,
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that final suicidal disaster which the one-legged, once-dashing, oft-drunk
John Belle Hood foisted upon his dying Confederacy.
Along the roads around Spring Hill, the customary silver markers attest
to the troop's movements, but the markers just as oftenmeJd what, until
recently, was the chief fascination of the region.

At the Battle of Thompson's

Station (March 5, 1864), for example, one learns that Roderick, the famous horse
of the (apparently less famous) Confederate cavalry leader, Nathan Bedford
Forrest, was killed. (I would later talk to a real estate broker who had just
sold the very piece of property where Roderick is buried.)

Not far down the

road, another sign memorializes Star Pointer, foaled in 1889, trained by the
famous Edward P. Geers, before (on August 28, 1897) he became the first harness
horse to run the mile in less than two minutes.

And just outside Spring Hill,

at Haynes Haven itself, the place where General Motors has decided to build a
$3.5 billion automobile plant, there is a quiet resting place, surrounded by a
fleur-de-lys wrought-iron fence, for Napoleon Direct, the country's most famous
horse of all, who broke a pacer's record in 1916 and dropped dead on his daily
jog in 1934, and this event caused the courthouse bell in Columbia, the county
seat of Maury County, to toll in his honor.
Haynes Haven used to be known as the "home of the winners."

There the

Hal strain of pacers bred their way into history through the blood of the great
stallion Tom Hal.

The breeder of the Hals was a Confederate veteran named

Thomas Gibson, but pacers and Kentucky saddle horses were not his only stock.
He hedged his bets by raising mules as well--for this is the mule capital of
the world--but when the mule market had its catastrophic drop in
sold out.

l88~,

Gibson

The place became Tolley Farm, before it was sold again in 1934 and

became Haynes Haven.

And this is important, because when General Motors

decided that Haynes Haven was the perfect spot to build its Saturn cars and
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launched a clandestine operation to acquire the property, the company gave
the project a secret code name, "Tolley Farm," presumably on the assumption
that those who were trying to find out where GM intended to build Saturn
were unlikely to have a sense of history in the thoroughbred and mule line.
I entered Spring Hill at midmorning, foregoing for the moment a stop
at Early's Most Famous Old Time "Meating House," a national mail order ham
,,

"
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outfit and honey stand, and a beer at the Hitch Inn Post, where in recent
months many spirited conversations about Saturn had taken place under the
portrait of ....,.,. . . George Jones, the country music superstar ("He
Stopped Loving Her Today").

Two antiquated stop lights control the flow

of traffic in the village, and even this has been the source of hurt to the
local citizenry recently.

For a reputable national news organization had

solemnly reported only one stop light in town, and, as a local citizen
protested, "We had twice that many."
And these stop lights had caused considerable contention in the
administration of Mayor George Jones.

At the second stop light is a modest

brick building called Spring Hill Liquors.

This is the store that Mayor

Jones wrought, and before General Motors discovered Spring Hill it occasioned
the most hotly debated issue in town.

It came during the first Jones

administration, during 1980-81, when the town was plagued with warring bootleg
enterprises.

To keep the fighting and even the cutting and killing to a

minimum, Mayor Jones proposed not only a liquor store, but beer sales on
Sunday afternoon.
Mayor Jones contends that the liquor store and the Sunday beer sales
were the only things that kept Spring Hill from going under during the hungry
years of the early eighties, when land prices dipped after the 1979 high and
house construction dropped off to almost nothing.
defeated him.

But his policy on spirits

In the 1981 election, the church put up an opponent who was a

newcomer, and things got dirty the night before the election.

Under cover of

darkness, opposition campaign workers sneaked around town, pushirig flyers
addressed to the voters of Spring Hill behind screen doors.
pointed rhetorical questions.

The sheet asked
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DO YOU KNOW THAT:
'The tax rate has been raised from $1.00 to $1.50?
'Many unneeded street lights have been erected at a cost to
somebody?
'Seventy-seven (77) new street lights have been or will be
erected? Many of these light up cow pastures far beyond
any residences, and WE pay the light bill.
WHY NOT ASK OUR MAYOR:
'What are his interests in the liquor store for now and in
the future?
'How much money is the city realizing from Sunday beer
sales?
ASK YOURSELF • . . CAN WE STAND 4 MORE YEARS OF THIS?????
The innuendos were as false as they were cunning, for there was no
time before the voting for Mayor Jones to rebut the smear.

In fact, he had no

interest in the liquor store, but he lost to the church candidate by forty
votes.

The winner stayed in Spring Hill for a year, went broke, and left

town.
The traffic lights have also become a sticky point in the budding relationship
between Mayor Jones and the smooth-talking Governor of Tennessee, Lamar
Alexander, or Lamar, as Jones now knows him.

The story dates to the weeks

immediately after the General Motors announcement.
In the days of shock and wild speculation immediately after the announcement,
Mayor Jones requested that the Governor

the head of the new Saturn Corporation

William Hoagland, and the top United Auto Workers executive on the project,
Don Ephlin, come to Spring Hill and meet the people.

The Mayor got no response.

Early on, these major players dealt with county executtives and bank officers
in Columbia, the county seat, twelve miles south of Spring Hill, and the town
which had become the target for an atomic bomb as they saw it, was ignored.
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Then, on the Friday before Labor Day, a "pushy" Nashville attorney, who had
fronted for General Motors in the secret acquisition of Haynes Haven and now
handled the company's community relations, began to throw his weight around.
If Mayor Jones and Spring Hill did not jump when General Motors spoke, Saturn
would pullout.

Jones hit the roof.

Mayor Jones hails originally from East Tennessee, an area known for its
scrappy, t,ough-minded, shrewd stock, and a threat from a swanky Nashvi lle lawyer
was just the kind of thing to set him off.
Jones would say later.
in return."

"Our life style is all we have ,"

"We are in the process of losing it and getting nothing

Jones found himself close in the face of the lawyer, telling him

what he could do with his planetary car, before the lawyer was sent packing.
Immediately, Jones called a reporter on the Nashville Tennessean.

If the State

and General Motors did not start paying attention to the people of Spring Hill,
there was going to be big trouble.
"It appears they are just interested in our ground and not us," he said.
"They're tearing the guts out of our town.

We want to know what we're getting

out of all this besides the traffic.

If GM is bringing in 5,400 employees

and the spin-off companies are going somewhere else, what are we going to get?"
Talk was one thing.

But the town's zoning board had a meeting coming

up in which a resolution to change the zoning for Haynes Haven from
agricultural to commercial was to be considered.

Mayor Jones told the Tennessean

that unless the major players came to meet his 1,100 constituents right away and
satisfied their concerns, he would oppose the zoning change.
"It's one thing to take over a town," Mayor Jones commented.

"It's

another to be rude about it."
On the Saturday morning that the front-page story appeared, the phone
at the 12' x 14' room on the side of the Fire Station, which then served as
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City Hall, rang off the hook, as well as the phone in Jones's musty Building
Supplies Company in Columbia.
was not answering,

The Governor was calling, but Mayor Jones

Nor would the Mayor respond through most of Sunday.

("I'm not used to being treated that way," the Governor complained to me later.)

\
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On Monday, Labor Day, the running story quoted the Mayor as saying, "Let's
be honest.

The plant is going to affect us the most.

We're the ones who

are going to be dealing with the traffic and having our roads and our land
torn apart.

We're going to have to expand some things here.

We're

going to need some money up front to pay for it."
As this latest story was appearing, Mayor Jones was on his way to
Nashville, where he spent his Labor Day with "Lamar."

In the Governor I s

office, the Mayor extracted several promises in return for not blocking the
zoning change.

He wanted a highway patrol every day to direct traffic when

the elementary school pupils were dismissed.

He wanted much more State help

in planning the legal and development package for Saturn's arrival.

And he

wanted his two red lights upgraded.
Six months later the traffic lights were still the same, and Mayor Jones
was hot about it.

He had been asking and asking the State people for months

when the Governor's promise was going to be honored, and he had gotten nowhere.
"When you see the Governor, you ask him when I'm going to get my red
lights," the Mayor would say to me.

Four days later, I did.

"Why, that's ridiculous," Governor Alexander replied.

"All he has to do

is pick up the phone and call me."
So I phoned the Mayor and told him that.
"That's great," he responded.

"I will call him . . . after I go have

lunch."

* * * * * * *** * **
I arrived at City Hall before the Mayor.

It is no longer the room in the

Fire House, but rather a white mobile home with brown trim that General Motors
has donated.

Situated in a swale below the Spring Hill Elementary School, it

rests on school property--and about that, too, there had been a tiff.

The school
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did not want a tacky mobile home so close to its new brick school, even if
the trailer was donated by General Motors, but Mayor Jones insisted and
threatened to gather up his highway patrolman at let-out time and take
him home if he didn't get his way, so the school relented.
Behind City Hall, stretching back as far as I could see along McCutchen
Creek, lie the 164 acres that the Children's Orphanage across the road had
first sold on January 31, 1986, to a Houston developer for $4.1 million
(more than $27,000 an acre), and which on the same day had been transferred
to a company called Spring Hill Partners for more than $5.6 million.

The Texas

developer, Pat Morgan, of Morgan Properties of Kingwood, Texas, told the local
news paper, "There's going to be 5,000 people with the ir fami 1ies coming to
work at Saturn.
everything!"

Imagine what needs they will have!

They will need

It is not hard to imagine the clusters of apartments and

condominiums, sparkling new office buildings (one of which will have a "garden
setting"), and warehouses for Saturn supplies.

Commercial develoIXllent. was the

"everything" Morgan had in mind, and altogether he was ca 11 ing this new town,
aptly, "The Colony at Spring Hil1."
To encourage attractive development of The Colony as well as the rest
of the town, Governor Afexander persuaded his sailing friend, Charles Fraser,
the developer of Sea Pines at Hilton Head, South Carolina, to serve as an
adviser to Spring Hil1.

Fraser finds it an "extraordinary challenge,l1 and one

of the more expensive philanthropic efforts he has taken on; he is paid $100
a year.

The challenge has been made greater by the fact that General Motors

refused to contribute a penny to the initial planning effort, protesting that
it did not want to turn Spring Hill into a company town.
planning effort to date has been a patchwork affair.

As a result, the
In five years, Fraser

feels, Spring Hill can be a showplace or it can be typical of roadside America.
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"Embodied in all development is that wicked appraiser's slogan,
'highest and best use,'!! Fraser told me.

t!1hat generally means, rape the

country, build as high as the sky, with no space for sunlight or parking, and
not a speck of grass for trees.

The problem in Spring Hill is to control

excessive greed on any site."
The Mayor soon drove up in his weatherbeaten brown Lincoln Continental
with its assortment of CB antennas in the rear and a backseat so full of
paperwork from his building supply company and his mayoral duties that it
took him more than a minute to search out his briefcase in the midden.

He

is a slender man of average height, with blond, close-cropped hair brushed
boyishly forward onto his forehead, and intense dark eyes.

This day, he was

dressed simply in an open-collar shirt and well-worn cowboy boots, and he
seemed like a man with a hundred things on his mind.

As we began to talk,

he signed checks and perused the day's mail, which brought a blast from an
Indiana woman who had read in People Magazine that the general public of
Spring Hill didn't want the Saturn plant and how silly they were, because
they didn't appreciate the value of a good job.

Later, in his Columbia office,

he showed me a sample of the mail he had been getting, all of which he had
thrown in a bottom drawer not far from his file marked "B.S."

His favorite is:

Dear Mayor:
I just returned from Columbia where it seems everyone is
talking about you. They used a variety of words to describe
you such as goofy, stupid, crazy, half-wit, ignorant . . .
and several others to [sic] numerous to mention. One old
retired farmer thought you were alright [sic] in his book.
He don't want GM taking over all that good farmland . .
It must make you feel good knowing that everyone now knows
how foolish and ignorant you really are. I guess you have
noticed how people look and react to you now.
You ought to try to do something you know something about
and retire from politics before some one hurts you. You may
think it's a game, but it aint. What you have tried to do
could ruin the lives of thousands of people. Central State
in Nashville has room for one more like you. Think about
it. .

. .
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I mentioned that in the Reagan Administration they usually calculate
the percentages on how the mail is running, positive or negative, on a
given issue, and wondered if the Jones Administration did the same.
percentages, he replied.
for that.

No

His clerk at City Hall, June Quirk, was too busy

The trend depended on what he was doing at the time.

On the en

velopes, however, someone had written such descriptions as "stick to your
rights," "hang in there," "cookey letter."
I got the Mayor to talk about his background.

He had come to Spring

Hill when he was 17 years old because his hometown of Irwin, in East
Tennessee, had no work.

His brother had married a Spring Hill girl, and

young Jones promised to clear a pasture on his brother's farm before he took
a job in a Columbia drugstore at $25 a week.

For a year, he tried college,

but didn't take to it, and returned again to Spring Hill, where he married
and began to raise his family.

For nine years, his career took him through

a succession of jobs: surveyor's work in Nashville, onto the freight cars of
the Land N Railroad, before he settled into the retail lumber business, and,
finally, into a building supplies concern.

Several years ago, he diversified

into building a million-dollar apartment complex in Columbia, which made him
wise in the ways of real estate, a quality that unexpectedly became very
valuable indeed.

On the side, he is Mayor of Spring Hill--Ita part-time job

• • . about twelve hours a day, 11 which before Saturn paid nothing and now
nets him $6,000 a year.
He remembers the old Spring Hi11 as peaceful and quiet.

"It was

like an island between two lakes • • . the small fry between two large
towns.

It was never noticed, recognized or accepted by either Franklin or

Columbia.

We were always on the sidelines, like the baby brother who the

two older kids never pay attention to."

The conversation began

~
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"
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to interest him, and he leaned toward me, his elbows on his desk, patting
his hands gently together in the posture of prayer as he talked.
People in Spring Hill lived modestly.

The men farmed or commuted to

Franklin or Columbia, and the women stayed home.

That had concerned Mayor

Jones in his first administration, and he had done his best to lure small
industry to town.

He thought a garment factory of some sort might be good,

because it would give work to the idle women.

The men, he figured, would

always find a way to carpool to their minimum-wage jobs north and south, "but
it's harder on the women."
The Mayor was advised that if he wanted to attract a manufacturing outfit
he needed some land.

So he found land, and then, he was told, that the land

needed a building, so he tried to get a grant to build a building.

"But when

the grants were handed out, the big boys in the county got most of it.

It got

swallowed up by who controlled the county, and we were always scavaging [sic]
around to get a little attention."
The absence of utilities discouraged "corporate citizens" as well.
town had no gas or sewer lines.

The

When the community spring dried up, the

village had to pump out of the lake, and Mayor Jones remembers the days when
you'd turn on the faucet and feathers would cloud the tap water.
it was a friendly, close-knit place.
everybody knew it.

Nevertheless,

"If you had a squabble with your wife,

But if your child had a cold, everybody knew that, too, and

tried to help."
In 1974 his house burned down.

He had pulled his sons out of the flames,

and had watched his terrified 120-pound wife pull a 400-pound pallet of cement
bags to one side so he could get his cherished antique '36 Ford out of the
garage.

They came out of it with the Ford and his boat and the blankets they

threw around the boys in the frigid March weather, and that was it.

Days later,
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they stood in the bank parking lot, beneath the red light where later the
liquor store would be built, and neighbors brought his family more stuff than
they could ever use.

So every year now the Joneses make it a point to give

away things to a family who had had bad luck.
"It was a lesson in life.

I know what friends mean.

is, and there's one thing money can't buy.
can't buy friends.

I know what money

You can't buy neighbors.

You

You build them over time."

Just how many friends he still had in Spring Hill, after the five-year
controversy over the liquor store, was what animated Jones to run for Mayor a
second time.

This time, he didn't know his opponent.

after the election he had never talked to the man.

In fact, until the day

But Jones won handily by

a two-to-one margin-191-90, after an intensive door-to-door campaign.
As victor, Jones took two symbolic actions immediately.

He fired the

town judge, a post appointed by the Town Council, whose occupant is not re
quired tQ know the law, and in this case knew nothing about it whatever.

And

he appointed his vanquished opponent to be the chairman of the Zoning Board,
a post that always had a lot of power and pressure even before the Saturn
bombshell.
And now?

What is Spring Hill like now, in its state of becoming

colonized?
"The community is falling apart," the Mayor replied.
fighting neighbor.

It is greed over the dollar.

"Neighbor is

That is the worst thing

about the situation."
Clearly, Jones genuinely did not care if the Saturn deal fell ~hrough.
natives
He had been elected to serve the
of Spring Hill, and he meant to do it.
I put the point to him directly, and his response was quick.
"It wouldn't bother me at all if it fell through.

The jobs are needed ,
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but I know something that the local people don't know.
mean.

Money doesn't come close.

They claim to be rel
deep, they're lost.

ious.

I know what friends

These local people don't understand that.

They go to church four times a week, but, down

They don't know what life is about.

to convince themselves that they have friends.

They go to church

But if people stop, search

themselves and see how many real friends they've got, it's sad."
Upon this sadness, however, the Mayor did not dwell.
man, and he has many immediate, daunting problems.

He is a practical

Later in the day Saturn

executives were dropping by, men he now called by their first names, when he
could remember any name at all, first or last.

There was to be a meeting of

concerned citizens that night, but he might finesse that.

It was the group that h3d

opposed Saturn outright after the announcement, and their attitude during the drv
summer had been, "We don't need Saturn.
liThe dog is dead," said the Mayor.

What we need is a good rainfall. II

"We might as well bury him.

GM is here

to stay."
Once unable to get the ear of county executives in Columbia, the Mayor
now deals with the Governor and his Cabinet and the top management of General
Motors and the United Auto Workers.

After his threat to vote against rezoning,

he had threatened to annex Haynes Haven into the city limits of Spring Hill.
(By those who patronize the Mayor, this was referred to alternatively as his
second "temper tantrum" or "the other monkey wrench.")

The company was desperate

to avoid annexation, and this time it cost the GM executives more than an
inconvenient meeting with local citizens.

It took hard cash.

Hoagland, then the head of Saturn, began to ne

Secretly, William

iate direct ly wfth Jones.

To avoid annexation, General Motors offered the town $1.25 million for municipal
improvements.

(Out of that, the Mayor plans to build a new city hall, up the

hill by the water tower, a prospect that will overlook the Colony at Spring
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Hill in one direction and the seven-million-square foot GM factory in the
other.)

With this offer accepted, the Mayor permitted the annexation

resolution to move through a second reading before the city council, and
then it was dropped.
"It's going to be a tight ball game, and it's going to be hard to
control,l1 the Mayor said, reaching now for a plug of Red Man and offering
me a pinch, which I declined.
Motors is my partner.

l1Right now, it's a rook game, and General

I'm going to work with them, as long as they say they're

going to make Spring Hill a showplace."
In the meantime, Jones is trying to get ready for the onslaught,
first of the 3,000 workers who will be needed temporarily--for two years-
to build the plant.

Before, he had a 1951 fire truck and two policemen and

prided himself as an equal opportunity employer.
each.

Racially, he had one of

But now he had hired three new policemen, apparently by poundage.

His

new chief weighs 290, and the two new deputies 335 and 225 respectively.
And he has purchased two new police cars--Fords.
"We went to GM in Columbia, and even went to them in Nashville, but
they refused to give us a bid.

With no bids, we had to purchase a Ford.

We're going to need a third car.

If GM doesn't get it together, we'll buy us

another Ford."
"Is the Saturn president aware of this situation?," I asked.
"Very aware, II he replied.

"I don't think that they'll let Ford underbid

'em next time."

************
With the July 1985 announcement by General Motors that Spring Hill
unwittingly had defeated Detroit and 1,000 other sites across America for the
Saturn plant, the State of Tennessee launched an advertising campaign about
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its coup.

Its slogan became "Tomorrow's Jobs, Yesterday's Values," and it

was coined by Governor Alexander, who personally wrote the text of a promotional
ad that was printed not simply in the New York Times and the Wall Street
Journal, but in the Nihon Keisai Shimbun, the leading economic journal of
Japan.

"Well, Saturn finally found its home--in Spring Hill, Tennessee,"

read the banner headline.

The display contained a map of the United States

with Spring Hill at the epicenter and saturnine rings diffusing outward to
a radius of 500 miles.

With Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Kansas City, New Orleans,

Newport News, Tampa, Dallas, and Baltimore poised on the outermost ring like
orbiting moons, the map showed that, given the population shift of America to
the sunbelt in the last twenty years, three-quarters of the automobile market
in the country lies within 500 miles of Spring Hill.
In the succeeding months, Tennessee set out to capitalize on the Saturn
decision.

The most important attribute of the decision was not the 6,000 new

jobs the plant would bring, or the $70 million in predicted annual tax
revenue, or the estimated 15,000 additional jobs from satellite plants.
Rather, the heart of the matter is the publicity Saturn generates.

Before

Saturn, the Nissan Corporation had conducted a similar national search for the
perfect site to build its small pickup trucks and its Sentra, a compact which
is still promoted as America's largest selling small "import," even though 40%
of the cars are now produced in

Tennessee.

Nissan chose Smyrna, Tennessee,

40 miles east of Spring Hill, and so in its promotional ad, Governor Alexander
could boast the largest single American and the largest single Japanese
\

\

\
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investments in history had come to his State.
The Governor is out to change his State's cornpone image.
ripe for industrial recruitment.

Tennessee is

"Now what about you?, II the ad reads.

you're looking for a home, try Tennessee."

"If

Six months after the Saturn

announcement, one-third of the new industrial prospects are related to
automobiles.

And yet, the Governor clings to a down-home sales pitch.

His

Saturn ad has the picture of a weather-beaten farmer, traipsing over the brow
of a grassy knoll, near a quaint, somewhat crooked board-and-batten barn, and
the misty, brooding hills of Tennessee in the background.

At the July

announcement (to which Mayor Jones was brought in a state of stark amazement),
the Governor presented William Hoagland and the UAW executive Don Ephlin with
a photograph of Haynes Haven in the early morning, a dew-laden spider web
in the foreground.
"Bill, you and Don will have done your job if in five years we go down
to Spring Hill in the early morning and the cobwebs are still there. II
Yesterday's values along with tomorrow's jobs sounds good, and I asked
Governor Alexander what he meant by the former.

He thought old-time values

were something like jazz, hard to define, because, as Louis Armstrong once
said, if you can define it, it ain't jazz.

In fact, yesterday's values, of the

type that Mayor George Jones represents, are being put through the State's
well-oiled public relations shop, polished to a high gloss, and what comes out
on the other side is indeed very hard to define.

Here is a space-age car, to

be produced by robots behind the white criss-cross horse fences of Haynes
Haven, where the early morning dew is heavy on the cobwebs and the bluebirds
sing around the grave of Napoleon Direct, and the local people still hold to
"yesterday's values."

Even the country music world is invoked, especially the

plaintive song "Detroit City," the Bobby Bare-Mel Tillis song, whose mournful
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singer, stuck in the soot and grime of Detroit, longs for the Tennessee Hills.
"Oh, how I want to go home. II

Detroit had come home, but all protest that

home doesn't want to become another Detroit.

Nor, for that matter, does

Nashville want to become another Atlanta with Saturn traffic.

Negative

parallels abound, but the most apt may be the corrider between Dallas and
Fort Worth.
With Smyrna and Spring Hill as the automotive bastions south of the
State capital, the Governor has proposed a Bicentennial Parkway that will loop
around Nashville thirty miles out of town and connect the plants with the
Interstate to the west and east.

The rationale for the 77-mile loop--which

would never have been proposed without the Saturn decision--is to keep the
truck traffic out of Nashville.

But on a large map the loop looks like a

blunt arrow pointing toward the high tech, space city of Huntsville, Alabama,
one hundred miles due south.

With Nissan and Saturn as the prime chess pieces,

bringing into being their pawns allover the board of Middle Tennessee, the
prospect for the next 25 years is a high-tech industrial corridor.
vision of a commercial boon

It is this

which is driving land prices along the corridor

to fabulous heights.
In the immediate wake of the General Motors decision there were days of
wild speculation.

Land owners along Interstate 65 for forty miles in either

direction of Spring Hill were approached systematically.
up property.

The game was to tie

Fast operators, called "flippers" or "tire kickers,., tried to

secure the option to property for 90 or 120 days.

Generally, little or no

earnest money was offered to the landowner for the option.

If money was offered,

it was generally not more than 5% of the purchase price, and these boilerplate
options usually contained a provision for "liquidated damages" which entitled the

'bro~v
r

to recoup his investment if the deal fell through.

Technically, there is nothing
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illegal about such schemes.

lilt is the heart of the free enterprise

system," one local realtor told me.
Within four or five days of the Saturn decision, Spring Hill experienced
a Normandy invasion of speculators and big-time developers (most of whom
seemed to be from Texas).

The air overhead droned with the sound of small

planes and helicopters, to the point that it became downright dangerous to
fly over the town, and this armada was reinforced by media aircraft and
ground troops. (tllf I heard the word 'bucolic' on television one more time,"
a local historian told me, "I thought I would vomit.")

Mayor Jones's two

red lights made a good viewing spot for stretch limousines.
In these early days, Maury County residents signed a number of worthless
contracts.

Greed was on both sides.

It was as if, after so many hard years,

Santa Claus really had come down the chimney of the village, and he might
come, not once a year, but briefly, only once in a lifetime.
was n9t the right image, then Cinderella was.
to every figure.

If Santa Claus

People started adding a zero

"For Sale" signs popped up everywhere--by one count, 51

along the 12 miles between Spring Hill and Columbia alone.
The activity of a Dallas speculator named David Chen fed the frenzy.
Within two weeks of the GM announcement, he

bought the modest, booth-and

hat rack, all-the-chicken-and-dressing-you-can-eat-on-Sunday-for-$3.95
family restaurant in town for $450,000.

The place, called the Poplar House

Inn, might have been worth a third of that before Saturn, so the talk went,
but the seller, Clint Brown, disputes that.

Brown might make a new verse to

the song "Detroit City," for he had left the area for Detroit when he was twenty
years old, worked 17 years for the Tublar Ribet Company, an automotive supplier,
before he came back home with enough money to buy the Spring Hill restaurant.
It was run-down when he bought it, but it had a history.

It used to be famous
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as Stan's Truck Stop, and "it was well known all over the country among
truckers that if you're passing through Spring Hill, be sure to stop at
Stan's."
But Brown has a heart condition, and his wife has blood clots in her
legs and wants to

off her feet for a change, and so three days before the

Saturn announcement a sign went up out front advertising an auction for
August 8.

"We had a good sale," Brown told me with satisfaction as we drank

coffee in a booth by the picture window.

Chen and another Dallas speculator

named Kenneth Bell had gotten into a bidding contest.

After Bell lost with

a $400,000 bid, he remarked, "I"m going to let him [Chen] have all the
high-priced stuff.

There's plenty here for everybody."

He had already

purchased a two-story brick house from a retired postal worker across from
the Liquor Store in downtown Spring Hill for $250,000, which he intended to
remodel and make into an office.
grandest th

Clint Brown thinks Saturn is one of the

that ever happened to Middle Tennessee.

His wife is finally

off her feet, as the management of the restaurant has been turned over to
Freeman Cowherd, who is also on the city council and the zoning board.
Local residents who have lived here all their lives found the pressure to
sell intense and highly stressful.

As a breed, rural Southerners tend not to

move very much, and in a twist, in the state of Alex Haley, these Southerners
were having their roots pulled out from under them.

The school, the church,

the home place are the poles of small-town rootedness, and these residents
know that in four years all three will be radically transformed.

The Saturn

Parkway, the 4-1/2 mile "scenic" road, that Tennessee will build to connect
the Saturn plant with the Interstate, is estimated to handle 36,000 cars and
trucks a day.

"How do you farm $40,000 an acre land?," one farmer whose land

lies along the proposed parkway asked me.

How does the lady uptown turn down
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a $500,000 offer on her $35,000 house?, asked another.

In the meantime,

developer David Chen is rumored to have bought a plot of land for $60,000
an acre one day, and flipped it the following day for $100,000 to a Dallas
doctor.
Some try to hold out.

Pacts not to sell are forged heroically.

The

argument is often heard that Spring Hill itself will not change so very much-
Franklin and Columbia will bear the brunt.

Look at Smyrna, the argument runs.

It's more or less the same as it was before Nissan came.

The big difference

is that Nissan's work force is comprised 85% of Tennesseans who already lived
nearby, while Saturn, by agreement with the UAW, must give priority for its
jobs to union members.

A union official in Detroit has estimated that over

50,000 UAW workers in Michigan will apply for the 5,000 Saturn jobs.

For this

influx, Saturn task forces in Maury County and Williamson County to the north
have been formed.

Since Williamson County gets no direct tax advantage from

the Saturn plant, and yet will be severely affected by the influx of new
residents, its county executive remarked recently, "Maury County got the gold
mine, and we got the shaft."
A few stories

ab~ut

intrepid stalwarts have made their way into the

new folklore, like the old lady out in the county whose property lies on the
railroad tracks to be used by General Motors.

She was pressed by a speculator

with contract in hand, but she maintained she wasn't interested.
finally, in desperation, blurting out:

"Do you know that there's going to be

more than eighty trains a day rumbling down these tracks?
commotion's going to worry you to death.
Her response:

He persisted,

All that noise and

What're you going to do then?"

"I reckon I'll just sit on my porch and watch 'em."

South of Columbia, on the Mt. Pleasant Pike, about 20 miles from the
Saturn site, Amon Carter Evans knew within hours of the announcement that he
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would have to sell.

Evans is the former owner of the Nashville newspaper,

the Tennesseean, which he sold seven years ago to the Gannett chain, and
then sank a substantial portion of the profit from the sale into an estate
known as Rattle and Snap.

The mansion, on 3,000 acres, is the jewel of all

the Middle Tennessee ante-bellum houses.

It has ten Corinthian columns,

grand double parlors, marble mantels, and Victorian interiors.

Its name comes

from the colonial game of chance, the forerunner of craps, where dried beans
were rattled in the hand, and then thrown with a snap of the fingers.

It is

said that shortly after the American Revolution, Col. William Polk (second
cousin to our 11th President whose home is now a State landmark in Columbia)
won the property in a rattle and snap game with the Governor of North Carolina.
Evans and his young wife, Dorothy, spent four and a half years restoring
the mansion lovingly, and it is now one of only two national historic
landmarks in Tennessee that are privately owned.

In the meantime, Evans, a

short, cheery man with a fondness for the jeans, the baseball cap and the
Clgar that are the uniform of his new profession, turned the farm toward
the development of highly fertile, "genetically superior" cattle, whose
"beef products ll reach s laughter weight in a year and have 20% less cholesterol.
This is essentially the light-beer concept applied to beef in the age where a
President's colon cancer is ascribed to high cholesterol consumption.

Evans's

winning Hereford and Angus females go by such names as Briarhill Genie,
Fleetwood Blackcap, and T. C. Erica, "a three-quarter sister to Peg and the dam
of Dr. Zhivago."
Several weeks after the announcement, Evans let the word out that Rattle
and Snap could be bought.

He surmised that the major new development that

Saturn would bring was headed his way, south and west of Columbia.

Between the

traffic and the higher taxes, with the rail line across the road and a small
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airport contiguous, his specialized operation could not survive.

The Saturn

cars, bound for New York and California, will be shipped south right past his
farm to the new Tombigbee Canal at Florence, Alabama, and barged out, Evans
thinks.
A half-dozen serious inquiries were forthcoming, one by a group of
Japanese, but the option eventually went to the inevitable Texan, a developer
named Hal Pettigrew from Dallas.

Pettigrew has not said what he intends to

do with Rattle and Snap, but the rumor abounds that the old cotton and cattle
plantation, which had 99 slaves in 1859, will be split into lots for the
elegant homes of second level GM management.

(The first level is expected

to live north of Spring Hill, in Brentwood.)
But Evans thinks differently.

He escorted me to the aerial map of his

spread and pointed to other large parcels of land around his own, which
Pettigrew has also optioned, including Cherry Glen, across the road.
property, too, has a grand Polk and Pillow history.

This

(General Gideon Pillow

was a hero in the Mexican War, but a goat at the battle of Fort Donelson
in the Civil War; his family built many of the grand mansions in Middle
Tennessee.

Before the War Between the States, Cherry Glen's low-slung house

was notable more for its inside bathroom and copper-lined bathtub than its
octagonal bedrooms and two-room dogtrot.)

Evans believes Pettigrew has

commercial development in mind, and that in 15 years 150,000 people may
surround his mansion.

It was, after all, Gov. Lamar Alexander's purpose

in placing the Saturn ad in the leading Japanese economic journal to interest
Japanese companies to be Saturn suppliers in Tennessee.

What better place

than this?
"My main problem is to visual ize what this area will be like in 25

years," Evans told me.

"Nashville has always had a good balance between

white- and blue-collar labor.

Now there is this boom city growth.

I hope
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the region will be able to absorb Saturn without materially affecting the
quality of life."
His face showed his doubt.

My curiosity was more local.

"Do you think Mayor George Jones is smart enough to manage all this?,"
I asked.
"Is anybody in Tennessee smart enough to handle it? ,If he replied.
Elsewhere, Edward Jones, who is the head of the Nashville Chamber of
Commerce, has been saying recently, "After Saturn, there are three things
the State must do to maintain the quality of life in Middle Tennessee, and
it must do them immediately! .

The only problem is, I don't know

what those three things are!"

****** ******
Among the figures around Spring Hill, casting a steely eye upon these
proceedings, is Tom T. Hall, the country music singer and songwriter, whose
"Harper Valley P.T.A." several years ago was a Ilmonster hit song," the kind
that crosses over to the pop charts and can make a singer like Hall what he
is today.

Tom T. lives just outside Franklin, in a cluster of hills which

also claim Ronnie Millsap, Eddy Arnold, and Larry Gatlin of the Nashville
Sound; Darryl Waltrip, the race car driver; and Dolly Parten, who is in a
category all her own.
Hailis place is Fox Hollow, and it is a replica of a Georgian plantation
house in St. Francisville, Louisiana, north of Baton Rouge, a part of the world
for whose grace Hall and his English wife, Dixie, have a particular fondness.
You approach Fox Hollow through an imposing set of brick gateposts', topped by
twinkling gas lanterns, pass up a long gravel drive past Roman statues
depicting the Hunter and the Huntress, the Poet and Poetess, as well as a
statue of Isaac Newton holding an apple.

(In 1979, Newton's head fell to the

ground; a workman ascribed the cause to gravity.)
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In his comfortable, book-lined den--for Hall is also, among a select
audience, an admired novelist and short-story writer--we talked for several
hours under etchings of foxes, and not far from a medieval coat of armor.
Hall fancies himself to be a "celebrated illiterate," for he never went
to college.

Instead of going north to Detroit, he took the only other route

for enterprising Tennessee youngsters twenty years ago and went south into
military service.

(My friends asked me, "Arenft you far enough south

already?")
liThe young were drawn to the $8.50 an hour wage in Detroit, and the
ones that industry didn't get, the military did," Hall said as he pulled long
draughts on a cigarette.
rich.

"The South was left with the very poor and the very

It was a Banana Republic.

You see, we have these folk tales and myths

that we entertain, and one of them is about the ambitious boy going off to
Detroit and returning six months later with a brand new Chevy and a brand
new wife.

They were celebrated."

He mentioned the song "Detroit City" and asked if I knew it.

When I

confessed only a vague recollection, he called out to "Miss Dunlap" in the
kitchen, asked her politely to fetch his guitar in the bedroom, and soon
after he sang it for me in his husky, impressive baritone.
It followed, I presumed, that the singer would be moved by Saturn-
Tennessee youth being able to stay home now for those big wages and all that-
but Tom T. evinced the same ambivalence, by then oft-expressed, between the
economic good that was sure to result and the evil of a culture destroyed.
"The real story," he said, "is the death of a little town called Spring Hill."
He did not take seriously the attempts of the General Motors advance team
to be sensitive to local custom

• the way the Saturn community relations

director, the friendly, down-to-earth Laurie Kay, makes a point to be at the
Spring Hill City Hall every Wednesday to answer questions, the GM promise to
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maintain the horse fences of Haynes Haven, or even the tantalizing prospect
of the new Saturn president serving as the Grand Marshal of Mule Day, the
annual event in nearby Columbia, on the first weekend of April, where he will
crown the Mule Day Queen and stroke the long ears of King Mule, as well as, if
he is a good sport, compete in the Liar's Contest at Central High School or
the tobacco spit-off at the city park.
"These affable GM executives eating catfish, saving white fences, feeding
the bluebirds, is a lo·t of bull," Torn T. professed.
automobiles,

"Philosophers don't build

I don't think they're going to tie their car to the raccoon cap

or the ear of corn."
Nor did Tom T. expect that many local residents would get those jobs
at Saturn, a point echoed by several automobile executives with whom I talked.
They say that in a highly automated, robotic plant, the jobs not filled by
UAW refugees from Detroit will go to journeymen electricians who can maintain
the complicated circuitry.
"We can't expect that our tobacco farmers, our cattlemen, our old, our
children, or our illiterates will make fashionable automobiles for General
Motors.
time.

This is the future they're talking about, twenty years ahead of its
They're talking psychological profiles for the workers and a plan corning

out of the Brookings Institution.
"So I'm not sure we should be flattered to have been chosen.

General

Motors was looking for a non-place, a void where they could start anew, an
industrial desert in a right-to-work state.

If you're looking for a desert,

that's an oasis,"
Down in Columbia, the country lawyer and courtly gentleman, Sam Kennedy,
who is generally considered the town father, was equally torn.
he has been involved in efforts to lure industry to the area.

Over the years
A year ago, he
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was fretting at the decision of Monsanto to close down its chemical plant
nearby, a plant that employed 500.

"They [Monsanto] poisoned our streams

and ruined our roads, but they brought jobs and money," he remarked.

When

some time ago, Firestone tires considered Columbia as a possible plant
site--in the end, the company went to laVerne, Tennessee--Kennedy remembers waking
in the middle of the night, nagged by the thought of what would happen to his
town if Firestone did come.

Because the General Motors interest in Maury

County was pursued in a clandestine fashion, there was no slow agony about
whether this area would grasp the golden ring.

By contrast, the slow agony

now is the impact, and Sam Kennedy, for one, does not relish the thought of
Columbia as a company town.
out of town on a rail:

II

He likens the current situation to the man ridden
but for the honor of it, I'd just as soon

stay home."
Since his family has provided leaders to Middle Tennessee for generations,
we naturally fell into conversation about the "Culture Center" that General
Motors is planning for its Saturn plant.

If the company were so inclined, it

could undoubtedly mine the Civil War, which remains a local fancy.
one Spring Hill Affair exists from that historical period.

More than

The most notorious

grows out of what Sam Kennedy referred to gracefully as the "night-time
reconnaissance" by the Confederate cavalry leader, General Earl Van Dorn,
vanquished at Pea Ridge and Corinth by the Yankees, but undaunted in many a
bedroom.

His comeuppance had resulted from his flirtation with a fascinating

Southern belle from Spring Hill named Jessie Peters.

She was the wife of a

local doctor who, as a Confederate politician, was often away from home.

But

in 1863, Dr. Peters returned home unexpectedly to a rude realization, and the
result, predictably, was that the cuckolded husband stole one day into
Van Dorn's headquarters at Ferguson Hall in Spring Hill, now the Children's
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Orphanage, and shot the dashing Rebel cavalryman in the back of the head.
How General Motors will handle this episode in its Culture Center is a question.
The other Spring Hill Affair relates to the sorry generalship of the
Confederate Commander John Belle Hood, whom the historians of the last phase
of the War in these parts have described as the epitome of Southern excess
for his habits of drinking, gambling, and horse-racing.

Hood, so the story

goes, was drunk on the night of November 29, 1864, as his army had managed to
get behind the Federal force under Gen. John Schofield which was retreating
north to Nashville.

As Hood slept, the Yankees slipped by him and took up

their strong positions at Franklin.
This lore has led to several quips recently about General Motors and
its unionized plant.
"I don't know who got drunk this time," runs one, "but somebody has
let those Yankees back in." - and
"Unions?

We had fern a hundred years ago.

We didn't like 'em then,

and we don't like 'em now!"
Predictably, General Motors found itself sucked into the dizzying vortex
of the Southern Gothic.

Across from Haynes Haven is Spring Hill's most precious

historic landmark, a fine manor house called Rippavilla or Houston Hall, which
was built in the l850s and is noted for its Corinthian columns, its
Wedgewood-medallioned mantels, and its grand entrance hall.

It was here

that Hood had breakfast after he finally roused himself, and so heated was
the argument with his five generals, each blaming the other for dereliction
of duty, it is said that swords were drawn.

But instead of blood being spilled

here--all five of Hood's subordinate generals would be killed before dusk at
Franklin--one general vented his frustration by scratching his name on a pane
of glass with his diamond ring.

Hood, by turns, vented his fury only hours
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later, by throwing his entire army into the suicidal coup de main at Franklin.
The battle became known as Hood I s "personal s laughter pen," for in the pointless
assault on the well-entrenched Union positions, more Americans were killed or
maimed in two hours than in any equivalent period of time in American military
history •
Saturn purchased Rippavilla and its 44 acres, and upon the purchase the
General Motors lawyer, Ed Dilworth, said, "We plan to maintain the house.
understand its historic significance."

We

But GM may not have appreciated all the

significant modern history surrounding the house, and Sam Kennedy would make me
aware of it.

In the early 1960s, Maury County was dry in the way of spirits,

and this occasioned a ditty often sung to the tune of ltStormy Weather."
I don't know why
Maury County is dry
Awful risky
Got to drive all the way to Franklin
For my whiskey.
The county was also briefly plagued with a whiskey war, in which the sheriff
supported one batch of bootleggers and the constables supported another batch.
(Constables in the old days were elected lawmen from civil districts who
converged on Columbia every Saturday night to make arrests for public
drunkenness, and received a $3 commission per head.)

The consequences of the

war was that the price for a pint shot up from $2 to an intolerable $5, and
something had to be done.

So the sheriffs and the constables held a peace

council in the county jail, presided over by the chief deputy sheriff, and
negotiated a truce, setting the price of a pint at $2.50, the fifty-cent
surcharge to pay for the losses during the war.
At the time, the leading bootlegger in Maury County was a woman with
flaming auburn hair named Ruby Davis.

To the utter horror of the decent people

in the county, particularly the women, she bought Rippavilla in 1960 and
proceeded to refurbish its 32 rooms in provincial gold.

By day, she could be

found at her two-room joint on Armstrong Street in Columbia.

No whiskey was
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kept at Houston Hall, for there were children there, as well as poodles, and

Ms. Davis, a teetotaler, felt as a matter of principle that the stuff was
"made to be sold, not drunk.1t
In a fine example of "yesterday's values" so extolled by Governor
Alexander, a "whiskey election" was demanded and held one bitterly cold
winter I s day in 1961.

As Kennedy des cribes it, ItThe women of the county

crawled out on everything including walking canes to vote wet, so furious
were they that Ruby Davis had bought their most cherished mansion, and so
determined were they to run her out of business.

Ordinarily, given the power

of religion in the county, the initiative faced certain defeat, but this one
passed--by 11 votes.

So I think Saturn should hang a portrait of Ruby Davis

in its Culture Center, as one responsible for a great progressive change in
Maury County.1f
But the fact is that by the time of the election Ruby Davis had ceased
to sell whiskey and had shifted her interest to Meadowlawn Memorial Gardens
in Spring Hill, a cemetery for pets and "colored."
Soon after the election, Rippavilla fell into the possession of a wealthy
woman named Hesta Petty, who had thrice married well.

About her, there was

nearly as much talk as about Ruby Davis, for she was hard and masculine and
unfriendly, often having her manager chase strangers off the property with
a shotgun.

No less of an authority than Mayor George Jones called her

"weird and shrewd," based upon the fact that she once hired a man by the hour
to do bulldozer work on the property and insisted upon paying him only for
the time that the bulldozer moved forward, not backward.
Mayor Jones reserves a measure of admiration.)

(For such shreWdness,

In the early sixties, she had

been married to a Nashville artist named Robert Witherspoon,
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b,ut he sued Miss Petty's family for alienation of affection in 1964, complaining
as well that she often walked with muddy shoes across his F 'fI'i..s Oriental
rugs, and the marriage was dissolved.
Into this gothic tangle, General Motors was drawn when it negotiated
with the Petty family for Rippavilla.

A condition of the sale included a

clause that General Motors would try to protect the reputation of the last
resident of Houston Hall.
Not long before I left Spring Hill, Laurie Kay, Saturn's pert and
attractive community relations director, gave me a tour of the Saturn property.
We drove the boundaries, past the five-acre parcel of tangled weeds on the
southern corner which even General Motors had been unable to afford, past the
mobile home whose owner was happy to sell because she had bullsnakes under the
floorboards, and while she had not been able to get rid of them, she thought
perhaps General Motors would be able to do so.

Kay talked of the Saturn

"mission" in Tennessee as if it were Detroit's version of Fundamentalism,
and of how those who work for the new company get "saturnized."
she would send me a text of the mission.

Later,

It reads:

Market vehicles developed and manufactured in the United States
that are world leaders in quality, cost and customer satisfaction
through the integration of people, technology, and business
systems, and to transfer knowledge, technology and experience to
General Motors.
As we tarried at Rippavilla, not far from Ruby Davis's back door, I
asked Kay what she anticipated might go into the company's Culture Center.
She replied that it would have computer training, classes in robot mechanics,
a child care facility, and a "wellness center" complete with the "latest
weight-lifting machines.
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